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A Two Higgs Doublets Model
SM Higgs scalar sector enlarged with an additional SU(2)L doublet:

A peculiar interplay of CP and custodial symmetries leads to the invariant 
scalar potential

V = - m12φ1†φ1 - m22φ2†φ2 + λS/2(φ1†φ1 + φ2†φ2) + λAS/2(φ1†φ2 - φ2†φ1)

with 4 free parameters:

mh - mass of the SM-like higgs boson h0

mT - mass of the degenerate triplet (H±,H0)

mA - mass of the pseudoscalar boson A0

One of possible mass hierarchies: mA2 < mh2 < mT2

tanβ (Higgs doublets VEVs ratio)

which rescales the non-SM bosons interactions

Unconventional processes arise, interesting for collider physics

h0 → A0A0, H0H0, H+H-

H± → W±A0

H0 → ZA0, the sought one, possibly with mA ≲ 100 GeV

More about this on arXiv:0904.0705v2

http://arxiv.org/abs/0904.0705
http://arxiv.org/abs/0904.0705


Characteristics of tau decay
Tau is the heaviest (known) lepton

Mass: 1.78 GeV

ct = 87 mm

Electroweak decay, with neutrinos

It decays into other leptons (∼17% m,e)

It mainly decays into hadrons (usually p’s)

Jets from tau decays are collimated due to large boost.

Tau jets can be identified due to low detector activity 
around decay products (isolation)
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Event Topology
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DiMuon side: a pair of same type, 
opposite sign leptons (e or m)
DiTau side: opposite sign taus:
τm τe: cleanest channel available, 
but low statistics
τhad τm: large statistics and good 
purity, the most interesting one
τhad τe: same statistics as the 
previous, but much lower purity
τhad τhad: probably hopeless due 
to problems in treating collinear 
taus and very large backgrounds.
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Particle Flow
Particle Flow (PF) is an algorithm that gives a complete 
description of the event
Links all the signals from different subdetectors
produces a list of particle candidate (e, m, g, hadron )
Taus are built from PF objets
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Particle Flow Algorithm

• Clusters and links signals from all subdetectors

• Produces a list of particle candidates

• To the user looks just like Monte Carlo

taus in CMS are built using Particle Flow objects
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Charged
Neutral

Hadron Plus Strip
Two main features:
p0’s are formed summing clusters in a strip along w.
Decay Mode Finding:

Builds all possible combinations within (p,pp0,ppp)

Chooses among them the most isolated with compatible 
visible mass 

The tau candidate is then passed to a MVA that 
discriminates real from fake taus using energy 
deposits around the candidate
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Signal particles

Isolation cone

ECAL clusters



Pile Up



Lepton Isolation
In hadronic environment leptons coming form heavy 
resonances (Z,W,h,J/C, Y...) are identified by low detector 
activity around the candidates
This quantity is known as isolation
The effect of charged pileup can be 
directly taken out exploiting vertex 
information but the effect of neutral 
deposits in calorimeters must be 
estimated
r: average energy density computed by 
fast-jet kT algorithm with r = 0.6

Neutral isolation can be corrected on event by event basis

� = median
� pJeti
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Analysis strategy
Trigger on two good muons/electrons

Select two good opposite sign µ/e isolated (r 
correction!) 

coming from the same vertex

inv. mass compatible with the Z

The mass hierarchy hints we may have a very boosted 
A0 which would turn into very collimated taus (more on 
that later). 

Two other taus are required to be identified in the 
event coming from the same vertex of the Z 



Collinear taus handling
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Several tricks to treat collinear taus (ΔR≲0.3) correctly
Tau Building:

Problem: the hard lepton coming from one tau may spoil several 
steps of the hadronic tau building process.
Solution: to avoid any bias the lepton is removed from PF 
collection and the jets and taus are built again

Measuring isolation:
Is the key tool to discriminate signal from background
Problem: if constituents coming from different taus are too close 
they may spoil each other isolation.
Solution: 

hadronic tau need no correction since correctly treated in 
building
isolation of leptons are corrected for other signal particles 
within isolation cone



Results (I)
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Results (II)

4. Efficiency and fake rates
Efficiency and fake rates are measured on data and constantly kept up to date.
Efficiency is primarily measured on Z → tm th events with tag and probe method.
The rate of jets faking hadronic tau decays has been measured in samples of QCD 
and W+jets events. While the rate of muons and electrons faking taus is measured 
on Z → mm (ee) events with tag and probe [2].
The efficiency of the loosest working point is around 60% (depending on the tune 
of the algorithm), while the fake rate from jets are of the order of 10-2 (most 

recent measurements are not public yet).

8. Lepton isolation
Lepton and tau isolation is the key point in identification of our signal, but some 
conditions make a precise evaluation of isolation difficult.
The increasing luminosity delivered by LHC increases also the amount of non 
interesting vertices (Pile Up) with is reflected in an increasing detector activity. 
While our tracking system can easily associate tracks to the corresponding 
vertex, the amount of “neutral” energy deposited by the PU events in the particle 
isolation cone is not directly measurable. We profit from the average energy 
density (r) measured by kt jet algorithm and correct for it.
In case of a large mass difference between the heavy and light higgs, the boost of 
the A0 may lead to very collimated taus. In this case both the leptonic leg and the 
hadronic leg will be spoiled. To counter this effect we first identify the lepton, 
then we run the tau identification algorithm masking the lepton and subsequently 
compute the lepton isolation taking out the contribution of the tau constituents.

Search for 2HDM Higgs boson decaying into 
tau pairs at CMS
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1. Tau lepton and its decay
The tau is the heaviest (known) lepton with a mass of 1.78 GeV. Its decay is 
electroweak (thus involving neutrinos) with a ct of 87 mm.
Tau decays into other leptons about 17% of the times, 
while the rest of the decays is hadronic (in future 
called th), mainly involving p’s.
Hadronic tau decays are usually divided according to 
the number of charged particles that they involve 
(one or three). Due to the low number of decay 
products and the large boost of taus at LHC, tau jets 
can be identified exploiting low detector activity around decay products ( aka 

isolation)

3. Hadron Plus Strip
The main algorithm to reconstruct taus at CMS is 
Hadron Plus Strip (HPS) [1].
Starting from a jet the algorithm initially clusters the 
ECAL clusters opening a strip in w. This way it is possible 
to recover the energy of photons that convert in the 
detector. Reconstructed photons are then used to build 
p0 candidates.
The hadron and photon candidates inside the jet are 
then combined to form a candidate t decay, requiring 
also that the system is compatible with a r or a1 meson 

hypothesis. 
The most isolated combination is the chosen as tau 
candidate for that jet.
Isolation is computed looking at the remaining 
candidates inside the jet and either counting the 
number of those which are over a certain pt threshold 
or simply summing their pt. Three different working 
points are provided with different isolation 
requirements.

A final cross cleaning step against muons and electrons is also applied.

5. Model phenomenology
The benchmark model used in this analysis is a two higgs doublet model [3].
In these kinds of models the electroweak symmetry is broken by two doublets of 
higgs bosons. In this sense this model can be seen as the minimal extension of 
the Standard Model.
From the symmetry breaking five new boson arise. A0,h0, H0, H±.
Couplings can be tuned such that h0 behaves exactly like a purely SM higgs 
boson, being decoupled from the others (decoupling limit).
The mass hierarchy investigated settles the H states at high mass, the A0 below 
the Z mass and the h0 somewhere in between the A and the H’s.
A custodial symmetry may force the H states to be degenerate in mass (hyperfine 
splitting still allowed)
In this framework new processes arise:

•h0 → A0A0 (suppressed by decoupling limit)
•H± → W±A0

•H0 → ZA0

Since the pseudo-scalar boson A0 is light and couple to the mass of the daughter 
particle it dominantly decays into b quarks and tau leptons.
A light A0 may not have been seen yet due to the fact that its main production 

mechanism is through b quark annihilation or from heavy H decay.

7. Event topology
Our search is aimed to the H0 → ZA0 process.
Candidate events are selected using the Z boson decaying into 
muons and electrons to clearly tag the event.
Muons are identified from the presence of matched hits in the  
detector muon system, while for the electrons a fine tuned set 
of cuts was used for 2011 data, while for 2012 an MVA 
technique is foreseen.
Both muons and electrons coming from the Z are required to 
be isolated. In a hadron collider isolation is the amount of 
energy recorded by the detector not coming from the particle 
itself in a cone in the (w,h) plane.
The event is later required to have two taus in the event.  
Three decay modes will be analyzed (tetm, thtm, teth). Out of the 
three the first is the most pure and the second is the one with 
most statistics. 
Further cuts on the Z pT, the missing ET absolute value and its orientation with 
respect to the tau pairs can be added when looking into the high H mass, low A0 
mass region (high A0 boost).
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9. Preliminary results
Extensive Monte Carlo study has been performed to find the main sources of 
background. Main processes are:
•Drell-Yan+Jets, with jets faking 
both taus
•Top-pair production, with the W’s 
decaying into muons to fake the Z and 
jets faking both taus
•Diboson production:

•WZ+Jets production with the 
lepton from the W faking the 
leptonic tau and one jet faking the 
hadronic one
•ZZ production, this is the only 
irreducible background since it has 
the exact final state of the searched 
process.

•QCD contribution was found to be 
negligible
•Several benchmark points were 
produced to check the behavior of 
the the different mass 
configurations to the cuts applied.
DR plot shows that we are able to 
reconstruct even very collimated 
taus, even if the purity if the sample 
is not at the same level of more 
resolved taus.
Mass plot shows our capability of 
resolving even low mass resonances 
from the background.
Both plots show reasonable agreement 
between data and expected backgrounds. The 
very low number of expected counts of this 
environment is very sensitive to statistical 
fluctuations.
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Sample Expected Counts
QCD 0
TT 0.359

WZJets 0.309
ZZJets 1.832
DYJets 13.242

Sum SM 15.742
data 15.0

8. Future improvements
Some improvements are foreseen for this analysis:

•Better mass reconstruction using SVFit, a likelihood technique developed at 
CMS
•Better signal extraction introducing finer-tuned cuts, selecting different 
mass configurations.
•Update in statistics using 2012 data at 8 TeV CM energy
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Improvements
Several improvements are currently ongoing:

Usage of 2012 full dataset (∼30/fb @ 8TeV)

Better mass reconstruction using SVFit
Takes as input visible product and missing ET

Likelihood based on phase space and spin of the tau is 
numerically integrated up to 0.5 giving the value of 
the most probable di-tau invariant configuration
No spin-parity assumed for the decaying resonance 
(taus unpolarized)
Very slow, up to 6’’ per event!

Cuts to be fine tuned on different benchmark mass 
points (no more one-size-fit-all)



Conclusions

Feasibility of a light pseudoscalar boson produced in 
association with a Z was studied.

Despite the high purity of the channel used main 
problems are the very low signal yield and low pT of the 
final probes

More integrated luminosity is certainly a big advantage

2012 data analysis campaign is ongoing, and will provide 
final result





Example: µµtµth events
µµ (Z) system (Opposite Sign)

75 GeV < Mµµ < 105 GeV

pTµ > 20, 10 GeV

relative isolation < 0.15 rho corrected

tµth (A0) system (OS)

t-ID: anti-electron, anti-muon, very loose isolation

|nt| < 2.3

pTµ > 5 GeV, pTvis t > 15 GeV 

same isolation of the µ as the Z


